This work considers multirate generalized-structure additively partitioned Runge-Kutta (MrGARK) methods for solving stiff systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) with multiple time scales. These methods treat different partitions of the system with different timesteps for a more targeted and efficient solution compared to monolithic single rate approaches. With implicit methods used across all partitions, methods must find a balance between stability and the cost of solving nonlinear equations for the stages. In order to characterize this important trade-off, we explore multirate coupling strategies, problems for assessing linear stability, and techniques to efficiently implement Newton iterations for stage equations. Unlike much of the existing multirate stability analysis which is limited in scope to particular methods, we present general statements on stability and describe fundamental limitations for certain types of multirate schemes. New implicit multirate methods up to fourth order are derived, and their accuracy and efficiency properties are verified with numerical tests.
Introduction
In many real-world dynamical systems, there are parts of the system that evolve at significantly faster rates than other parts of the system. Traditional time integration methods, which take a uniform timestep across all parts of the system, can struggle for this type of problem as the timestep must accommodate the fastest dynamics. Instead of treating such a system as a black box, many methods consider the fast and slow processes independently: y = f (y) = f {f} (y) + f {s} (y), y(t 0 ) = y 0 , y(t) ∈ R d .
(1)
An important special case of this additively partitioned system is the component partitioned problem
Multirate methods efficiently solve the system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) eq. (1) by integrating the fast dynamics f {f} with a smaller timestep than the slow dynamics f {s} . The choice of how to partition f into f {f} and f {s} can depend on many factors including stiffness, accuracy requirements, cost of evaluation, linearity, and memory requirements. In the case where an implicit method is needed, which will be the focus of this paper, the cost and convergence of the nonlinear solver also comes into consideration. There may be a small number of components of an ODE that cause slow convergence of a single rate Newton iteration (e.g. a boundary layer). Such components can be grouped into f {f} . In some cases, the Jacobain of f is an unstructured matrix leading to expensive linear solves, but the problem can be decomposed such that linear solves with the Jacobians of f {f} and f {s} are inexpensive.
Implicit methods require excellent stability to offset the cost of solving potentially nonlinear equations in each step. For this reason, an understanding of the stability of multirate methods is crucial. One of the first works studying multirate stability was that of Gear [6] . Subsequent authors have examined multirate stability in the context of backward Euler [20, 28, 31] , Runge-Kutta methods [2, 13, 12] , linear multistep methods [7, 28, 32] , and Rosenbrock methods [8, 19, 24] .
Much of the development of multirate schemes for stiff systems has focused on multirate Rosenbrock methods, but methods based on implicit Runge-Kutta methods have been explored as well. In [12] , a multirate θ-method is presented and analyzed. Recently, multirate methods based on TR-BDF2 were proposed in [5, 3] . In [21, 18] , new strategies for creating implicit multirate infinitesimal methods were introduced.
In [22] , Sandu and Günther propose the generalized-structure additively partitioned Runge-Kutta (GARK) family of methods. GARK provides a unifying framework that includes traditional, implicit-explicit (IMEX), and multirate Runge-Kutta methods. Order conditions as well as the linear and nonlinear stability analysis are developed for this large class of methods. Günther and Sandu continue in [9] where many variants of multirate Runge-Kutta methods are cast as GARK methods. Multirate GARK (MrGARK) methods up to order four are derived in [23] . These include methods that are explicit in both partitions and methods that combine explicit and implicit methods.
In this work, we develop new MrGARK methods that are implicit in both the fast and slow partitions. The development is guided by new theoretical results regarding the stability of multirate methods. Necessary and sufficient conditions for achieving A-stability are presented, as well as some fundamental stability limitations on certain types of multirate methods. Many of these results extend past multirate methods to the entire GARK framework. Numerical experiments verify the order of convergence and the efficiency of the new schemes.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces multirate methods using the GARK framework. The linear stability of multirate methods is explored in section 3. Section 4 discusses techniques to efficiently implement the Newton iterations. Section 5 contains the newly derived implicit MrGARK methods, and section 6 presents the numerical experiments used to test the methods. Finally, we summarize the results of the paper in section 7.
Multirate GARK methods
The GARK framework [22] is used as the foundation for representing and analyzing multirate Runge-Kutta methods. In the most general form for a two-partitioned system eq. (1), one step reads
The coefficients of these methods can be organized into the following Butcher tableau:
The fast method A {f,f} , b {f} , c {f} has s {f} stages, and the slow method A {s,s} , b {s} , c {s} , has s {s} stages. Also, we use the notation
A common simplifying assumption, which ensures the fast and slow functions in eq. (3) are computed at consistent times, is internal consistency:
In [9] , it was shown how several types of multirate Runge-Kutta methods can be described as GARK methods. In one step of a multirate method, the slow dynamics f {s} are integrated with a stepsize of H, and the fast dynamics f {f} are integrated with a stepsize h = H/M . The multirate ratio M is a positive integer. Information between the two partitions is shared via the coupling matrices A {f,s} and A {s,f} . In this section, we present two primary types of multirate Runge-Kutta methods.
Standard MrGARK
A standard MrGARK method is built on an s {f} -stage fast base method A {f,f} , b {f} , c {f} and an s {s} -stage slow base method A {s,s} , b {s} , c {s} . From [9] , one step proceeds as follows:
where the micro-steps start with yn = yn. The corresponding Butcher tableau for eq. (6) is
Note that s {f} = M s {f} and s {s} = s {s} . If the fast and slow base methods are identical, the method is called telescopic as it can be applied in a nested fashion to more than two partitions [9] . Further, MrGARK methods can be classified as coupled or decoupled [23] . Decoupled methods only have implicitness in the base methods; the stages used in coupling can always be computed before they are needed. Coupled methods, on the other hand, have fast and slow stages which depend on each other. Decoupled methods can be implemented more efficiently, but can sacrifice stability as we will see in section 3.
Order conditions for this family of methods comes from applying the particular multirate structure of eq. (7) into the GARK order conditions. The conditions up to order four are provided in [23] . A similar tableau structure is used to describe and derive order conditions for multirate infinitesimal step methods [22, 27] and the more general MRI-GARK framework [21] .
Compound-step MrGARK methods
Another multirate strategy, based on the early work of Rice [17] and the later developments in [25, 31] , is the compound-step approach. The idea is to first take a macro-step of the full system eq. (1) called the compound step. Over the large timestep, the fast integration is inaccurate and discarded. The fast partition is then reintegrated using a smaller timestep. Slow coupling information is required at the intermediate micro-steps and can come from an interpolant of the compound step solution. Note the fast partition is integrated twice for each timestep, but no extrapolation is required for the coupling. Moreover, an error estimate from the compound step, say from an embedded method, can be used to dynamically determine at each step which variables exceed accuracy tolerances and should form the fast components [25] .
Traditionally, compound-step methods have been posed for component partitioned systems eq. (2), however, they easily extend to additively partitioned systems eq. (1). One step of a compound-step MrGARK scheme is given by
where the micro-steps start with yn = yn. The corresponding tableau is
Condition 4h:
Condition 4i:
Condition 4j:
Note that conditions 3b, 4b, 4d, and 4h-j resolve to order conditions of the base method, and thus, are satisfied if and only if the base method has order four. Further, condition 4g is identical to 4f. The remaining order conditions give eq. (9).
Multirate linear stability analysis
In the analysis of single rate Runge-Kutta methods, it is common to apply methods to the Dahlquist test problem y = λ y,
with λ ∈ C − = {z ∈ C : Re(z) ≤ 0}. This yields the well-known stability function
where z = λ h. It suffices to only examine a scalar problem eq. (10) because in the case λ and z are matrices, the behavior of R(z) m as m → ∞ only depends on the scalar eigenvalues of z. That is, the choice of basis for a system of linear ODEs does not affect a Runge-Kutta method's stability.
As noted by Gear [7] , this property does not hold for multirate and other partitioned schemes. For this reason, the stability analysis becomes significantly more complex. In this section, we analyze and compare linear stability for both scalar and two-dimensional (2D) test problems. The scalar test problem is a simple model of an additively partitioned system (1) where the Jacobians of the two processes triagularize simultaneously. The 2D problem is a simple model for a component partitioned system (2) , where each component's dynamics as well as the interaction between components are linear.
In this section, we will focus on two-partitioned GARK methods for simplicity. Nearly all of the stability analysis, however, has straightforward generalizations to the full N -partitioned GARK framework.
Scalar test problem
The simplest generalization of eq. (10) for two-partitioned multirate methods is the scalar test problem
where, λ {f} , λ {s} ∈ C − . As shown in [22] , when eq. (6) is applied to eq. (12), we arrive at the stability function
Definition 1 (Scalar region of absolute stability). The set
is the region of absolute stability for the test problem eq. (12) . A GARK method is called
Definition 2 (Scalar A(α)-and L(α)-stability). A GARK method is scalar
A scalar A(α)-stable GARK method that additionally satisfies eq. (14) is called scalar
One way to determine if a single rate Runge-Kutta method is stable in the entire left half-plane is by ensuring stability on the imaginary axis and that the poles of R(z) are in the right half-plane [11, Section IV.3] . Further, stability on the imaginary axis is equivalent to the E-polynomial
being nonnegative for all y ∈ R. Here, P and Q are the numerator and denominator of eq. (11), respectively. As we will now show, these practical techniques for determining stability have simple and direct generalizations for GARK methods applied to eq. (12).
Theorem 2 (Neccessary and sufficient condition for scalar A-stability). The GARK method eq. (3) is scalar A-stable if and only if
Proof. This follows from the multivariate maximum principle (see for example [26] ).
Remark 1 (Finding A(α)-stability regions). The maximum principle can also be used to efficiently determine the angle for scalar A(α)-stability. Instead of ensuring stability for all points inside a 4D wedge W (α) × W (α), one can limit the analysis to the boundary points ∂W (α) × ∂W (α).
Notably, Theorem 2 reduces the space on which we have to check for A-stability from four to two dimensions. For multirate methods, however, R 1 is different for each value of M , thus adding another dimension to consider. Theorem 3 (E-polynomial). The E-polynomial for GARK methods is
where P 1 and Q 1 are the numerator and denominator of eq. (13), respectively. The scalar stability region of a method contains the imaginary axes if and only if the Epolynomial is nonnegative for all y {f} , y {s} ∈ R.
Proof. Following the single rate approach presented in [11, Section IV.3], we have that
Since each of these inequalities is equivalent, the statement is proven.
2D test problem
Another test problem, first proposed in [6] , and later used in [13, 24, 12, 4] , is the 2D linear test problem
Here, the exact solution must be bounded. That is, the eigenvalues of Λ have nonpositive real parts and eigenvalues on the imaginary axis are regular. Further, we enforce that λ {f} , λ {s} ∈ C − so the individual partitions have bounded dynamics. We will denote the set of these special exponentially bounded matrices by M, and this test problem will be referred to as the complex 2D test problem. Many authors have considered simplifying assumptions including restricting Λ to real entries. In this case, the constraints on Λ simplify to λ {f} , λ {s} ≤ 0, η {f} η {s} ≤ λ {f} λ {s} , and a zero eigenvalue must be regular. We will refer to this problem as the real 2D test problem.
When eq. (3) is applied to eq. (16), we arrive at the stability matrix
where
Definition 3 (Complex 2D region of absolute stability). The set
is the complex 2D region of absolute stability for the test problem eq. (16) .
Definition 4 (Real 2D region of absolute stability). The set
is the real 2D region of absolute stability for the test problem eq. (16) .
For both cases of the 2D test problem, the power boundedness condition makes finding necessary and sufficient conditions for stability significantly more challenging. Considering test problems on the boundary of M does provide important necessary conditions. Consider the particular test problem
which has purely imaginary eigenvalues for η ∈ R. Note that
where w = H η and
An important property of this stability function, which will be used later for theorem 5, is that it depends on the coupling coefficients but not the base method coefficients A {f,f} and A {s,s} .
Remark 2 (Other test problems). The 2D problem can be generalized to the linear block system
This problem has been considered in [2, 7] . An even more general block system was used by Skelboe in [28] . We do not consider these block generalizations further as we find that the 2D problem already poses a surprisingly challenging test problem.
Comparison of stability test problems
When designing an implicit method, unconditional stability is a highly desirable property. A natural question is which test problem should be used to determine stability. In this section, we explore the relationships among the different stability criteria in order to address this question. Consider, for example, the GARK method given by the tableau below: 1 0
This method is scalar L-stable and even algebraically stable [22] , but
with ρ the spectral radius operator. Thus, it is only conditionally stable for the real and complex 2D test problems. Conversely, consider the GARK method The base method is only A(45 • ) stable, and thus, it is easy to show the GARK method is conditionally stable with respect to the scalar test problem:
For the real 2D test problem, this GARK method is A-stable. This result reveals a shortcoming of the real 2D test problem: the individual partitions have purely real eigenvalues. Ideally, a test problem should reveal instabilities of the base methods off the real axis. Despite the apparent independence of the stability functions eqs. (13) and (17), we do note that
for any α ∈ C.
When eq. (16) is taken to have complex entries, however, there is a meaningful connection to the scalar test problem. Theorem 4. If a GARK method is A-stable with respect to the complex 2D test problem, then it is A-stable with respect to the scalar test problem.
Proof. First, we define
Since eq. (22b) must hold for all α, const = 1 1
Thus, r 1,1 + r 2,1 − r 1,2 − r 2,2 = 0 and
Due to this structure, the eigenvalues are simply r 1,1 ±r 1,2 . If a GARK method is A-stable for the 2D test problem, then |r 1,1 + r 2,1 | ≤ 1. Using eq. (22b) with α = 1, we have that
Thus, the method is A-stable for the scalar test problem.
While the 2D test problem may be a more thorough, reliable, and informative method of assessing stability, it is also more difficult to analyze and visualize due to the high-dimensional space of test problems. We summarize the hierarchy of linear stability properties in Figure 1 . Lemma 1. For a decoupled GARK method, the following matrix is nilpotent:
Proof. The full matrix A can be viewed as the adjacency matrix of a weighted directed graph. Cycles indicate the method is implicit, and by the definition of a decoupled method, implicitness only comes from the base methods. With the base method coefficients set to zero, the directed graph becomes acyclic: a property equivalent to nilpotency of the adjacency matrix.
Theorem 5. A decoupled GARK method consistent with eq. (1) (first order accurate) cannot be A-stable for the real 2D test problem.
Proof. Consider the particular test problem given in eq. (18) . Note that in eq. (19), the matrix being inverted is the sum of an identity matrix and a nilpotent matrix by the decoupled assumption and lemma 1. Expanding the inverse in a Neumann series reveals d {f} and d {s} must be even polynomials in w of finite degree. Moreover, the off-diagonal terms of the stability matrix satisfy
where p 1,2 and p 2,1 are polynomials. Note the consistency assumption implies b {f}T 1 s {f} = b {s}T 1 s {s} = 1 and is used to determine the coefficient multiplying the w terms. Now the stability matrix can be written in the form
where p 1,1 , and p 2,2 are also polynomials. Suppose by means of contradiction that the method is A-stable. Consider the trace of the stability matrix:
In order to avoid an eigenvalue of R 2 (w) being unbounded in w, we must have that p 2,2 (w 2 ) = −p 1,1 (w 2 ). Using this necessary condition, the determinant is
Since the determinant grows unbounded in w, the spectral radius can be made arbitrarily large. This is a contradiction. Therefore, the method cannot be Astable for the real 2D test problem.
Compound-step stability
Directly using the general stability formula eq. (13) on an MrGARK method requires inverting a matrix of size s × s. When trying to analyze or visualize the linear stability for large M , this becomes very expensive. Fortunately, the particular structure of compound-step MrGARK methods allows for an explicit derivation of the scalar stability function using only matrices of size s × s.
For the base method (A, b, c), let R int (z) be the internal stability function:
We now seek to find the scalar internal stability of a compound-step MrGARK method. Let z = z {f} + z {s} . Then the first macro-step eq. (8a) is composed of traditional Runge-Kutta stages and is simply
for the scalar linear test problem. The λ-th fast micro-step eq. (8b) has stages defined by the recurrence relation
Solving for Y {f,λ} explicitly is equivalent to solving the following linear system via block backwards substitution:
This yields
Together, eqs. (25) and (26) form the internal stability for a compound-step Mr-GARK method. With this in hand, the scalar linear stability function eq. (13) can be derived:
The other limit is more difficult to approach directly, so we consider first the internal stability eq. (26). Starting with with the first micro-step, we have that
This suggests the condition A {f,s,1} A −1 1s = 1s to ensure the stage values go to zero in the limit. Now we can use an inductive argument to generalize this condition for the remaining micro-step stages. Assume that lim
This suggests the condition
to ensure all stages go to zero in the limit. Further eq. (27) leads to the result
Numerical solution of implicit stage equations
The key to an efficient implicit GARK method is an efficient Newton iteration. Written compactly, the stage equations are
Applying Newton's method to solve for the stages yields the iterative procedure
and
In single rate Newton iterations, it is common to evaluate the Jacobian once at yn and use it across all stages which yields a cheaper modified Newton's method. A similar strategy can be employed for each partition's Jacobian in a GARK Newton iteration. For multirate methods, it might be beneficial to reevaluate the fast Jacobian at each micro-step and keep the slow Jacobian across the entire macro-step.
We note that eq. (30) serves mostly theoretical purposes, as it is impractically expensive and rarely necessary to simultaneously solve for all s stages. All methods presented in section 5, for example, require solving nonlinear systems with dimension no larger than d. In this section, we will explore techniques and method structures that allow for these efficient implementations of Newton iterations. In the cost analyses we present, matrix decompositions involving the Jacobians are assumed to be the dominant cost of a step.
Decoupled methods
As described in section 2.1, decoupled methods only have implicitness in the base methods. For this subsection, we will assume both base methods are diagonally implicit which seems to be the most practical structure for decoupled implicit methods. Now, each of the s method stages defines a d-dimensional nonlinear equation which can be solved sequentially for a cost of O s d 3 , assuming direct methods are used. If we further assume the slow matrix decomposition is reused across a multirate macro-step and the fast matrix decomposition is reused across a micro-step, the cost is reduced to O M d 3 . It is important to note that the slow and fast Jacobians are likely to have simpler structures than the full Jacobian, and these structures can be exploited in the linear solves.
For the special case of component partitioned systems eq. (2), the linear solves are of the reduced dimensions d {f} and d {s} . In the most extreme case where each variable of a system forms a partition, a step would involve scalar Newton iterations for all variables and only the diagonal of the Jacobian of f would be required. We note, however, that this leads to an explosion in the number of coupling error terms and degraded stability.
Compound-step methods
Compound-step methods start by taking a full macro-step like a single rate Runge-Kutta method. Consequently, the nonlinear equations for the stages can be solved just as they would for a single rate method. When using Newton's method, the full, unpartitioned Jacobian is used. It may be appropriate to loosen the solver tolerances of the fast variables for the compound step as they will be recomputed later [30] . Although the remaining micro-steps are also implicitly defined, only J {f} i is now involved in Newton iterations. Assuming a diagonally implicit structure for the base method, these Newton iterations are of the form
We note that an accurate stage value predictor to determine an initial δ can come from dense output of the compound step.
In an implementation where a decomposition of the full matrix is formed once and a decomposition for the fast matrix is formed at each micro-step, the total cost for one step is O M d 3 . For component partitioned systems, this reduces to
Stage reducibility
Consider the simple methods defined by the GARK tableaus eq. (4) below: , and these stages fall back onto the traditional backward Euler stage Y 1 = yn + Hf (Y 1 ). The latter method, which is an additive Runge-Kutta (ARK) method cast into the GARK framework, also has Y . Equation (30a) can be simplified to
More generally when a row of GARK coefficients is repeated in multiple partitions, the number of unknowns in eq. (28) and the dimension of the Newton iteration is reduced. We call this stage reducibility. Compound-step methods, for example, have this property in the first s stages. In Section 5, we develop new multirate coupling strategies that utilize this simplification. An interesting property is that the solves involve matrices of the
is scaled by the macro-step. If the multirate ratio is based on partition stiffness, then the scaled matrices should have similar spectral radii. By damping the fast, stiff modes, the conditioning of this system can be much better than the traditional I d×d − H γJ i .
Low rank structure of matrices in Newton iteration
When a GARK method has stage reducibility, A cannot be full rank due to at least one repeated row. An alternative simplification arises by applying the Woodbury matrix identity to reduce the dimension of the linear solve. Using the GARK method below, we demonstrate that this idea can be extended to a broader set of schemes:
We have the following simplification in the Newton iteration:
Compared to eq. (32), additional matrix-vector products are required, but ultimately, the same matrix inverse appears. Thus, the potential to have improved conditioning is still present.
Practical implicit MrGARK methods
In this section, we present new methods of orders one to four. At high order, coupling coefficients can become complicated rational functions of λ and M . In addition to listing the coefficients in this paper, a Mathematica notebook with the coefficients is provided in the supplementary materials to aid those implementing the methods.
First order
Multirate methods of order one have no coupling conditions which allows a great amount of freedom in deriving coefficients, but for implicit methods, stability does impose some important constraints. Theorem 6 eliminates one subset of first order methods from being scalar A-stable. Theorem 6. An internally consistent MrGARK method of order exactly one is only scalar A-stable for a finite number of multirate ratios.
Proof. Using the internal consistency assumptions, the magnitude of the scalar stability function can be expanded as
Let H be the Hessian matrix of the homogeneous polynomial of degree two
which are the second order residuals. These residuals cannot both be zero because the GARK method would be order two by internal consistency. When one base method is order one and the other is higher order, these residuals must differ. Otherwise, when both base methods have order one, r {f} is a function of M which approaches zero while r {s} is a fixed nonzero constant. For all but a finite set of M , these residuals must differ. Whenever the residuals differ, p is saddle-shaped, and there exist ω {f} and ω {s} such that the polynomial is positive. For sufficiently small values of y, the positive y 2 p ω {f} , ω {s} term will dominate the O y 4 term in eq. (33). Thus, for all but a finite set of M , there are ω {f} , ω {s} , and y such that R 1 (i ω {f} y, i ω {s} y) > 1.
Remark 3. Note that theorem 6 imposes no restriction on the multirate strategy. It only requires the defining characteristic of a multirate method: the fast error asymptotically approaches zero as M increases.
At first order, the natural choice for an implicit base method is backward Euler. There is currently a plethora of multirate backward Euler schemes in the literature (see [20, 31, 33, 10] ). These schemes feature nearly all the different combinations of coupled or decoupled, internal consistency or internal inconsistency, and parallel or sequential methods. In the search for a multirate backward Euler method with excellent stability and accuracy properties, we developed the coupling strategy given by the following coupling coefficients:
This method has one coupled stage, but with stage reducibility (section 4.3), and all other stages are decoupled. Further, it is internally inconsistent and is scalar L-and algebraically stable for all M . A decoupled counterpart is given by the following coupling coefficients:
This method is internally inconsistent, has no second order coupling error when M is even, and is scalar L-and algebraically stable for all M . We note this method is closely connected to the following subcycled Strang splitting [29] :
Here, the operator ϕ g t maps an initial condition for the ODE y = g(y) to the solution at time t. If we approximate these exact ODE solutions with one step of the backward Euler method, we recover the decoupled multirate backward Euler scheme eq. (35).
Second order
The simplest second order base method is the one stage implicit midpoint method:
The standard MrGARK coupling coefficients
for odd M and L = M +1 2 give a coupled multirate midpoint method. Similar to the coupled backward Euler method eq. (34), one stage is coupled but with stage reducibility, and all other stages are decoupled. Reusing the coupling coefficients eq. (35) with even M and the midpoint method as the base, we derive a decoupled multirate midpoint method. Notably, both schemes maintain the algebraic stability, symmetry, and symplecticity of the midpoint method. With only odd order terms appearing in the error expansion, they can be used to build efficient multirate extrapolation methods.
We also consider the L-stable, order two SDIRK base method from [1] γ γ 0
For this base method, an internally consistent standard Mr-GARK method must have at least one coupled stage. Enforcing stiff accuracy for [1] :
The coupling coefficients were derived such as to be bounded functions of λ and M , as well as to satisfy eq. (27): a {f,s,λ} (37) Despite the stability issues observed at second order, we also consider a third order implicit multirate method with Kvaernø-Rentrop coupling using the following algebraically stable base method from [15] :
Following the approach in [14, 9] , the slow to fast coupling is chosen to be
where the η j satisfy s {s} j=1 η j (λ) = λ. This results in the internal consistency condition reducing to
and the third order coupling condition becoming
At third order, this approach creates coefficients that grow unbounded with M . Moreover, we were unable to find an A(0 • )-stable method satisfying the constraints eqs. (40) and (41).
Fourth order
For the compound-step method of order four, we start with a new base method, solving the coupling and base conditions together. This allows more flexibility to keep the coupling coefficients bounded functions of λ and M . The following L-stable base method was derived: 
(42) The scalar stability of compound-step methods eqs. (36), (37) and (42) are summarized in table 1. In all cases, the methods are just a few degrees short of scalar L-stability. As M increases, the stability angles decrease by less than 2 • before stabilizing. 
Numerical Experiments
In this section, we use the new methods to integrate two test problems. First, the Gray-Scott model is used to verify the order of accuracy. Then, the inverter chain model, is used to compare the performance of multirate methods against single rate ones.
Gray-Scott model
The Gray-Scott equation describes the reaction and diffusion of two chemical species [16] :
The spacial domain is periodic over [0, 2.5] × [0, 2.5], the timespan is [0, 500], and the parameters are Du = 2 × 10 −5 , Dv = 10 −5 , F = 0.034, and k = 0.054. Second order central differences are used to discretize the domain into a 64 × 64 grid. The diffusion terms form the slow partition, and the reaction terms form the fast partition. Errors are computed against a reference solution at the final integration time. We note this problem is challenging for multirate methods in the sense that the partitions are tightly coupled. Convergence plots are provided in fig. 2 . In all cases, the theoretical orders are achieved for multirate ratios M = 2, 4, 6.
Inverter chain model
We also consider the inverter chain model of [14] given by the equations
with
The ground voltage is U 0 = 0, the operating voltage is Uop = 5, and the threshold voltage separating the on and off states is U T = 1. The initial conditions of the system are and the input signal is taken to be
For the numerical experiments, we use m = 200 and a timespan of [0, 140] to allow the signal to reach the end of the chain. We use the inverter chain problem to compare the new compound-step mulitrate methods to their single rate base methods. As the signal propagates through the chain, the fast components change and are adaptively selected using the technique described in section 2.2. Across the entire timespan, the number of fast variables is a small fraction of the total number of variables. The speedup one can expect depends heavily on the implementation details including the programming language, choice of linear solver, Newton's method tolerances, and stage value predictors. We expect the overall cost of the integration to be dominated by the Newton iterations since each iterate requires a function evaluation and a linear solve. For this problem, the Jacobian is bidiagonal and the linear solve cost scales linearly with the dimension. As an idealized measure of work, similar to that in [25] , we accumulate the dimension of every linear solve performed across the entire integration. This work quantity is equivalent to the number of component function evaluations.
In order to measure the multirate performance and efficiency, we sweep through a range of step sizes and determine the amount of work and error for each run. This is plotted in fig. 3 for several multirate ratios. In all cases, the multirate methods are more efficient than the single rate base methods, often decreasing error by orders of magnitude for a fixed amount of work. The improvement, however, depends on the choice of multirate ratio. Small values call the slow partition too infrequently and limit efficiency. On the other hand, as multirate ratio increases, at some point the fast partition is resolved accurately enough that fast errors become negligible compared to the slow and coupling errors, and further increasing M only increases the work. Note also that as the order of the method increases, the optimal multirate ratio decreases. We note the results in fig. 3 assume the cost of linear solves dominates any overhead associated with the implementation of the multirate methods. Realizing this in an implementation would require efficient means to evaluate the righthand side and Jacobian on a subset of variables, as well as optimizations such as precomputing A {f,s,λ} for appropriate values of λ and M . Problems where the cost of linear solves scales quadratically or cubicly with the dimension would likely see the greatest advantage from multirate methods. 7 
Conclusions
In this work, we have explored multirate Runge-Kutta methods in which all timescales are treated implicitly. By taking different timesteps for different partitions of an ODE, these methods can more efficiently integrate stiff, multiscale problems.
Compared to single rate methods, the linear stability for multirate methods is much more intricate. It not only depends on the base methods and coupling structure, but also the choice of test problem. The scalar and 2D test problems present a tradeoff of generality versus simplicity to analyze. Much of the theoretical limitations and observed degradation of multirate stability comes from problems that are oscillatory. These problems are challenging because the error introduced by the coupling is not damped by any partition. In addition, we found that forgoing internal consistency can improve stability, but increases the number of order conditions and limits the stage order to zero.
The coupling structure of MrGARK methods has a significant effect on the computational cost of the Newton iterations. Decoupled methods are the cheapest and simplest to implement, especially for component partitioned problems. Coupled methods have the potential to become prohibitively expensive but can be implemented efficiently by exploiting stage reducibility or low rank structure in the method.
The GARK framework provides new insight into the compound-step methods. Instead of taking the approach of finding a dense output formula for coupling, we use the precise GARK order conditions. This approach facilitated the development of methods up to order four, which to our knowledge, is the highest of this type. Stability depends heavily on this coupling, so we derived a practical and general form for the scalar stability function. By taking the limit as the partitions become infinitely stiff, we found a simple condition to ensure L(α)-stability.
New standard MrGARK methods based on backward Euler and the midpoint method show excellent stability properties. For base methods with more than one stage, however, we were unable to find methods with satisfactory stability. Extrapolation may be the most practical way to achieve high-order, but this warrants additional investigation.
Numerical experiments with Gray-Scott model validate the correctness of the order conditions and the methods. Finally, performance results with the inverter chain problem show orders of magnitude improvements in error for fixed work when compared to the single rate base methods.
